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What's New

Subtopics

- Managing Governance Requests With Data Relationship Governance
- Performing Period-End Activities in Close Manager, a Financial Close Management Module
- Searching for Financial Management Entities
- Configuring the Session Timeout

In addition to the functionality in its first release, you can use this release of Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Mobile to perform these tasks anytime, anywhere:

- Coordinate and complete period-end close activities in your extended financial cycle with Close Manager, a key Oracle Hyperion Financial Close Management module
- Manage and act on change request approval workflows in Oracle Data Relationship Governance
- Search for entities in your Oracle Hyperion Financial Management application

Download the mobile app from:


For more information about Oracle EPM Mobile, visit the Oracle Learning Library: http://bit.ly/1j5fEn2

Managing Governance Requests With Data Relationship Governance

Use Oracle Data Relationship Governance to manage master data using governance requests and workflows from your mobile device. With Oracle EPM Mobile, you can view and act on the governance requests assigned to your groups, and taking any action necessary to advance your business process. Use Oracle EPM Mobile to perform these tasks on the go:

- Filter worklists to find your requests
- View request details
- Contact participants associated with requests by email
- Approve, escalate, reject, or push back on requests
- View invalid requests
Performing Period-End Activities in Close Manager, a Financial Close Management Module

The first application of its kind, Close Manager helps you coordinate and report on the interdependent activities in an extended financial close cycle such as:

- Closing ledgers and sub ledgers
- Loading and mapping data
- Performing financial consolidation and account reconciliation

Close Manager is a way to centrally monitor all financial period end tasks and provides a visible, automated, repeatable system of record for running these activities. You can perform these financial close tasks anytime, anywhere with Oracle EPM Mobile:

- View, approve, and reject tasks
- Respond to notification alerts such as investigating and resolving task errors or delays
- Automatically manage and track the status of tasks

Searching for Financial Management Entities

To quickly find entities in your application, perform a search using full or partial entity names. Using the current filter, Oracle EPM Mobile returns entities with names containing any of text that you specify.

Configuring the Session Timeout

Tap the navigation springboard and then Settings to specify how long Oracle EPM Mobile can remain idle before you are prompted to sign in.

Features in Release 11.1.2.3.500

In its first release, Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Mobile enables you to:

- Access key business information for faster decision-making and improved process flow
- Perform on-the-go budget reviews and approvals
- Manage approvals and workflow across Oracle Hyperion Planning, Oracle Hyperion Tax Provision, and Oracle Hyperion Financial Management